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The New York Yankees have been around since the 1900â€™s though they played under the name of
Baltimore Orioles for a long time. They are no doubt one of the most established and successful
baseball teams known world over and top favorites in the Big Apple. Collecting New York Yankees
memorabilia is a rage among baseball enthusiasts especially since the teamâ€™s win in the World
Series in 1999, not to forget the 26 championships to their name. The New York Yankees logo has
become synonymous with the highest standards, incredible success and magnificent style in the
baseball field. Owning a jersey with their logo embossed on it is enough to thrill ardent fans.
However, a baseball signed by the team would surely fetch a few thousand dollars! Besides, there
are interesting snippets like shoelaces, ornaments like pendants, pins and even socks that all carry
the team logo.

There are some die hard supporters of the team who make it a point to see each and every game
played by the New York Yankees and preserve all the tickets as part of a collection. Children are
gripped of baseball fever right from a very young age and go about collecting baseball cards. Some
get too involved in this hobby and go to any level in acquiring a rare card. Complaints of bullying
and frightening kids have also been recorded, just to acquire an unusual card. Hence there is a
need to counsel children regarding such behavior.

Sports memorabilia especially ones of baseball have been around since decades and with the
advent of the internet to which most people are connected makes it possible to get to know the
various collectorâ€™s items related to their favorite games that are in existence. Fans can purchase or
exchange sports autographs, signed accessories etc from private collections. Conversely, they can
order items of their choice from the various online shops selling New York Yankees memorabilia.

Suppose youâ€™re thinking of a gift for a New York Yankees fan, it would be wise to get him something
other than the usual T shirt or hat with the team logo for he is bound to have plenty of these. Think
of something unusual like a newspaper cutting or a magazine cover featuring the entire team,
perhaps after a major win.

You can go about finding it from any sports memorabilia store or probably from the internet or
simply from your old collection. For it to last longer and for a classier look, why not frame the cutting
before presenting it? This would certainly make his day! Another exciting gift would be a ticket to the
New York Yankee stadium which is open seven days a week except on days when the team has a
home game. This would include a visit to the press box and New York Yankees Museum.
Presenting a lunch coupon along with it will allow the recipient to eat at one of the stadium
restaurants and thus make it a memorable day. Heâ€™s sure to preserve the ticket for a lifetime.
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